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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACRONYMS</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCA</td>
<td>Common Country Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEB</td>
<td>Chief Executives Board for Co-ordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPO</td>
<td>Country Programme Outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWP</td>
<td>Decent Work Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOW</td>
<td>Future of Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBV</td>
<td>Gender-Based Violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>Gross Domestic Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILO</td>
<td>International Labour Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILS</td>
<td>International Labour Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IUG</td>
<td>Islamic University of Gaza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAB</td>
<td>Know About Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMIS</td>
<td>Labour Market Information System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;E</td>
<td>Monitoring and Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MENA</td>
<td>Middle East and North Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-governmental organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPA</td>
<td>National Development Agenda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>Occupied Palestinian Territory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSH</td>
<td>Occupational Safety and Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Palestinian Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P&amp;B</td>
<td>Programme and Budget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCBS</td>
<td>Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGFTU</td>
<td>Palestinian General Federation of Trade Unions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFCCIA</td>
<td>Palestinian Federation of Chambers of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFESP</td>
<td>Palestinian Fund for Employment and Social Protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPP</td>
<td>Purchasing Power Parity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PwD</td>
<td>People with Disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDGs</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIYB</td>
<td>Start and Improve Your Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPF</td>
<td>Social Protection Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOF</td>
<td>Training of Facilitators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVET</td>
<td>Technical and Vocational Education and Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UFW</td>
<td>Unacceptable Forms of Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCT</td>
<td>United Nations Country Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDAF</td>
<td>United Nations Development Assistance Framework</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Introduction

The International Labour Organization’s (ILO) longstanding commitment to social justice for the Palestinian people started over three decades ago – at the 66th session of the International Labour Conference in 1980 – with the adoption of a resolution mandating the production of an annual report on the situation of workers in the Occupied Palestinian Territory (OPT). Since the establishment of its Representative Office in 1995, the ILO has and continues to collaborate with its tripartite constituents, namely: the Ministry of Labour, the Palestinian General Federation of Trade Unions (PGFTU), and the Palestinian Federation of Chambers of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture (PFCCIA) to respond to the challenges facing the Palestinian people in the world of work and to promote the Decent Work Agenda.

The ILO Second Decent Work Programme (DWP) 2018-2022\(^1\) aims to support the State of Palestine’s National Policy Agenda (NPA) (2017-22): Putting Citizens First with its three main pillars: i) Path to Independence, ii) Ending Occupation and iii) Sustainable development. It also aligned with the Labour Sector Strategy and the Social Protection Sector Strategy\(^2\). The DWP provides a framework of collaboration between the Palestinian Government and Social Partners on various aspects hinged to the three pillars of the Decent Work Agenda and the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work with technical and financial assistance from the ILO. The DWP supports ongoing national and UN efforts to sustain social cohesion, justice and equality. It also contributes to the forthcoming United Nations Development Assistance (UNDAF) for the State of Palestine 2018-2022, which has embraced the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development\(^3\) imperative of “leaving no one behind” as an overarching priority. While it contributes to the overall 2030 Agenda, the DWP primarily contributes to Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 8 (decent work and economic growth), 1 (no poverty), 5 (gender equality), 10 (reduced inequalities), and 16 (peace, justice and strong institutions).

The development of the Second DWP has built on key achievements of previous and ongoing ILO work in the OPT, and has been informed by the findings and recommendations of review of the First DWP (2013-2016) that was conducted in the second half of 2016. It supports the vision of the Palestinian tripartite constituents and responds to their priorities expressed during ongoing consultations in November 2016 and February 2017. Additionally, the Programme development process benefited from a series of technical missions, thematic consultations and analytical research that were organized by the ILO in the areas of labour governance, social dialogue, occupational safety and health, employment, social protection, skills and entrepreneurship development, gender equality, and cooperative development, and the future of work in the OPT.

As a result of this consensus-building exercise, the ILO and its constituents agreed on three chief priorities for the period 2017-2022, which they wish to jointly pursue to promote Decent Work for all Palestinian workers. The DWP offers a flexible framework that can accommodate changes in the programming context and the needs of Palestinians. Regular monitoring and reviews will help the ILO and its constituents determine if and how changes in the context need to be reflected in the framework.

The three overarching Decent Work Priorities include:

**Priority 1:** Enhance employment and livelihood opportunities for Palestinian women and men

**Priority 2:** Strengthen labour governance and the realization of fundamental principles and rights at work through freedom of association, strengthened collective bargaining and improved social dialogue mechanisms

---

1\(^{\text{The First Palestinian Decent Work Programme was implemented over the period 2013-2016, de facto extended until end 2017.}}\)

2\(^{\text{A more detailed overview of these national strategies is provided in annex 1 of this document.}}\)

3\(^{\text{https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdgs}}\)
Priority 3: Support the implementation and development of the Palestinian social security system and the extension of social protection to all

2. Country context: diagnostic and situation analysis

2.1. Situation Analysis and Socio-Economic and Political context

The situation in the OPT continues to be characterized by a stalled peace process, increased political instability, a protracted fiscal crisis, heightened tensions resulting in outbursts of violence in the West Bank, and high levels of deprivation in Gaza in the context of a blockade that has now entered its tenth year. All of this has strained the livelihoods of hundreds of thousands of Palestinians, limiting their access to economic opportunities and decent work. In particular, the occupation has impaired the Palestinian private sector, dampened the investment atmosphere and de-developed many sectors of the economy; thus, contributing to high levels of unemployment, underemployment and inequality. This situation has also been affected by the decline in total donor support and nonfulfillment of pledges of 2014 for the reconstruction of Gaza. The reconciliation agreement signed between Fatah and Hamas in October 2017 offered a glimmer of hope for improved political stability with potential improvements on the overall socio-economic situation in the West Bank and Gaza. Yet, the overall impact of this agreement on development work in the OPT and what it particularly means for the labour market is still to be seen.

a) Political Context

Since the 1967 Arab-Israeli war, the West Bank (including East Jerusalem) and the Gaza Strip have been under military occupation by the Government of Israel. At its most fundamental level, this 50-year occupation has not only prevented Palestinians from realizing their right to self-determination but poses a considerable challenge to accessing their basic human rights.

It has also meant the territorial fragmentation of the OPT, limited control over macro-economic policy and trade; severely restricted access to land, water and other resources; and major restrictions on Palestinian movement and access within and between the Gaza Strip, the West Bank and East Jerusalem. Movement restrictions come in the form of military checkpoints, gates, restricted roads on which Palestinians are forbidden from travelling, a permit regime which constrains Palestinian movement, the construction of a 708-kilometer barrier and Israeli settlements built in breach of international law, with an estimated population of 4.75 million in 2015 and a projection to grow to 6.9 million by 2030.

Between October 2015 and early 2016, there was high tension in the West Bank, East Jerusalem and the Gaza Strip between the Palestinians and Israeli settlers. Since then, demolitions, land confiscations, settlement construction and settler presence, checkpoints and roadblocks have increased in the West Bank and East Jerusalem. In Gaza, the blockade – now in its eleventh year – has made living conditions incredibly challenging. The aftermath of the 2014 military incursions by the Israeli Defence Force remains markedly evident due to heavily constrained reconstruction process.

---

4 As part of the Oslo Accords, the West Bank (excluding East Jerusalem) was divided into three administrative areas: Area A where the PA holds control over civil and security affairs, Area B where the PA holds civil powers but does not control security, and Area C (62% of the West Bank) where Israel holds civil and security control. Areas A and B consist of the main population centers, while Area C is the only contiguous area in the West Bank.

In addition to the crippling impositions of Israel upon Palestine, internal divisions among the major political factions continue to hinder the national unity needed to pursue even medium-term development strategies. Despite five months having passed since the signing of the reconciliation agreement in Cairo between Fatah and Hamas, the process appears to have reached an impasse. There appear to be few visible changes to the conditions or restrictions in Gaza. With the border crossing into Egypt remaining mostly closed and public sector budget cuts and salary delays still disputed, the likelihood of electoral boycotts and political challenges limiting the effectiveness of the Palestinian Authority (PA) remain high. Similarly, civil unrest across the West Bank as a result of the increasingly intrusive occupation (not least in Jerusalem) have tangible effects on private consumption and thus the virility of the economy.

b) Economic Context

The economy in the OPT continues to be heavily affected by restrictions imposed under occupation, most tangible of which, the limitations on access to and movement of factors of production. The growth rate of the economy stagnated at 2.3% in 2017, compared to 4.1% in 2016. Slowing growth coupled with scarce economic and financial buffers expose the economy to regional geopolitical upheavals and reductions in aid receipts. Importantly, such growth rates also fail to generate the jobs needed to stave off – if not improve – the rapidly deteriorating humanitarian conditions an increasing number of Palestinians are subjected to.

And although the OPT is categorised as a lower-middle-income country – with a per capita national income of $3,230 – significant internal disparities exist between the West Bank and Gaza, however, particularly in light of the ongoing blockade. Per capita gross domestic product (GDP) in Gaza for instance, remains just under half of that in the West Bank in 2017.

Widening geographical and economic fragmentation and persistent uncertainty continue to limit economic performance and key factors of sustained economic growth. Improved access to goods and markets remains essential to supporting the transition from public to private sector-led growth. Other impediments to economic growth and performance include trade complications, high transportation costs, restrictions on movement, poor infrastructure, a high-risk investment climate, the continued erosion of productive capital and the accompanying de-development of many sectors of the economy.

Growth is further affected by the restrictive trade relationship with Israel that heavily impacts upon the flow of external trade, and with it clearance revenues that represent high levels of fiscal leakage. Such leakage continues to withhold potential dividends from increases in consumer spending where they occur, investment and the iterative benefits for government revenues. Widening financing gaps also reduce space to rehabilitate the economy’s productive capacity, and with it sustainable growth.

To such economic impediments are attributable the high levels of unemployment, underemployment and inequality persistent across the country. Poverty, inequality in economic opportunity and high dependency ratios exacerbated by limited employment opportunities, as well as increasing environmental constraints have been identified in the Second UNDAF for the State of Palestine as key economic drivers of vulnerability.

---

Within the overall context of occupation and accompanying challenges for improving economic performance, the Palestinian Authority (PA) continues to be heavily reliant on donor aid receipts in the form of external direct budget support. This support accounted for 70.5% of the PA’s deficit and 35% of its financing gap budgeted in 2015\(^\text{10}\) and funding for development projects. Yet, over the past five years, there has been a steady trend of reduced donor aid to the OPT. This is caused by a number of factors, including the global economic slowdown, the recognition of Palestine as a non-member observer state in 2012,\(^\text{11}\) and the eruption of crises across the Arab Region, which has diverted the attention of many development partners supporting the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) Region away from the OPT. For instance, only 51 percent of pledges for the reconstruction of Gaza committed in the Cairo Conference were disbursed,\(^\text{12}\) while donors’ external direct budget support declined by a third between 2014 and 2015.\(^\text{13}\) And despite delaying reconstruction activities and issuing spending cuts in Gaza, the 19 percent decline in aid receipts to the PA Treasury in 2017 has generated a financing gap of $167 million. This has mostly been financed by private sector arrears and borrowing from local banks and the public pension fund, and with little funding dedicated to development projects. In fact, the government figures for 2017 highlight a budget deficit of 1.06 billion USD, roughly 15 per cent of the GDP.\(^\text{14}\)

c) Labour Market Context

With limited fiscal space and a lack of monetary levers to promote macroeconomic growth, labour market performance continues to represent a challenging environment for the local labour force. The OPT continues to have the highest rates of unemployment in the region, increasing from 26.9 percent in 2016 to 27.4 percent in 2017. Recent figures issued by the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics (PCBS) expect the rate to increase to 28.7 percent during 2018.\(^\text{15}\) Labour market performance continues to be differentiated along geographic, age and gender lines. For the West Bank, the unemployment rate reached 13.7 percent, in stark contrast to Gaza’s 42.7 percent unemployment rate.\(^\text{16}\) Increasing socio-economic fragmentation between the West Bank and Gaza also has differential effects on accessing decent work. Average wages for Gaza estimated at 62NIS, compared to 102NIS in West Bank. The national average daily wage for women across sectors is 73 percent of their male counterparts.\(^\text{17}\) In spite of high levels of educational attainment, the labour force participation of women in the OPT remains extremely low by both global and regional standards. In 2017, the female labour force participation rate remained at 19.5 percent, in contrast to almost 72 percent for men.\(^\text{18}\) Although female labour force participation rates in 2016 were higher in Gaza (22 percent) in comparison to the West Bank (17.7 percent), only 33.4 percent of women in Gaza find full employment, compared to 68.8 percent of women in the West Bank.\(^\text{19}\) Despite lower labour force participation rates, 36.2 percent of women employed in Gaza remain in the public sector, compared to 15.3 percent in West Bank. As such, fiscal reforms and austerity measures are likely to affect a higher proportion of female labour force participants than men, particularly residents of Gaza. Relatedly, as female labour market participation and population increase, the ability of the public sector to absorb new labour

---

\(^\text{11}\) On 29 November 2012, the United Nations General Assembly adopted resolution 67/19, which upgraded Palestine to non-member observer state.
\(^\text{15}\) Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics (PCBS), (2018) Press report of economic forecasts for 2018
\(^\text{17}\) Taken from PCBS (2017) ‘Statistical Yearbook’ (original in Arabic)
\(^\text{18}\) Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics (PCBS) (2017)’Statistical Yearbook of Palestine, 2017’ (original in Arabic)
\(^\text{19}\) PCBS (2017) ‘Statistical Yearbook of Palestine, 2017’ (original in Arabic)
market entrants will further diminish. Youth unemployment rates further highlight variegated challenges for subsections of the labour force in seeking work. Of the 12.4 percent of women between the ages of 15 and 24 participating in the labour force (compared to the 52.1 percent participation rate for young men), 65.9 percent remain unemployed compared to 36.2 percent of men, and the national average of 41.7 percent.20

The stagnation of economic growth in the OPT has resulted in further distress to the already weak Palestinian labour market. In addition to the occupation-related factors that have retarded Palestinian trade, the labour market has suffered for many years from the Israeli closure policy, the heavy dependence on the Israeli labour market, as well as the lack of viable productive employment opportunities.21 Labour movement restrictions have not only resulted in unemployment for a large number of the Palestinian labourers by blocking their access to their work, but also further reduced employment opportunities by hampering economic activity. As a result, Palestinians are increasingly coming to rely upon the Israeli labour market, with some 11.4 percent of employed Palestinians working in Israel, up from 10.9% in 2016, and mostly as unskilled labourers in the construction sector.22

2.2. Social security

The OPT has key deficits in the area of social protection and social security, particularly for private sector workers, which need to be addressed in order to ensure that all Palestinian workers have access to decent work. Today, only public sector workers benefit from social protection benefits, while most private sector workers are effectively not covered in case of old-age, disability or death, employment injury or maternity. According to official figures, private sector workers make up to 66 per cent of the workforce, relative to 22 per cent in the public sector and 12 per cent in Israel and West Bank settlements.

In response, the Palestinian Authority (PA) has been making major strides over the last five years to address these deficits. A framework for a new social security system was developed in 2013 by the tripartite National Social Security Committee, headed by the Prime Minister, and in consultation with workers’ and employers’ organizations, representatives from line ministries, as well as members of civil society and Academia. In order to ensure its efficacy in combating poverty as well as social exclusion, the system was modelled on an ILO actuarial evaluation, which assessed the system’s parameters and sustainability. In addition, the system was strongly founded on the basis of the prevailing Civil Servants Pension Law No. 7 of 2005, Labour Law No. 7 of 2000, the ILO Social Security (Minimum Standards) Convention, 1952 (No. 102) and international good practices.

As a result of this long consultative process to develop a comprehensive social security system in the OPT, a social security law for private sector workers and their family members was endorsed in September 2016. This law provided for the first time an appropriate legal framework for the first private sector social security system.

However, the OPT lacks a tripartite social security institution which could implement the new social security law and administer and deliver social insurance benefits to insured workers and their family members. Hence, with ILO’s support a Palestinian Social Security Corporation (PSSC) is being established to carry out this role based on the internationally agreed principles of equality of rights, transparency and disclosure, sustainability, adequacy and good governance.

Within the framework of the DWP, the ILO will continue to support the OPT in the roll out of the new social security system and establishment and operationalization of the PSSC.

22 PCBS (2018) Press report of economic forecasts for 2018
2.3. Tripartism and Social Dialogue

With ILO’s support, tripartite social dialogue in the OPT has resulted in concrete achievements, notably the adoption of the Minimum Wage, the Social Security Law, the development of a National Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) Policy and Programme, a labour inspection strategy and action plan, and a tripartite methodology for labour law reform. However, tripartite social dialogue is still lacking the absence of legal framework and institutionalization including legal and institutional pillars that govern social dialogue, whereby the role of the state is a key requirement. Moreover, there is a need to continue strengthening the capacities of constituents with a view to promoting an understanding of mutual interests and building confidence amongst social partners. The Tripartite Committee for Labour Affairs should be further strengthened and streamlined to ensuring relevance and coherence of socio-economic policies and fostering comprehensive and sustainable development.

Moreover, a comprehensive assessment of the labour administration system was conducted in January 2018 covering both the West Bank and Gaza. Preliminary recommendations highlighted that current weaknesses and gaps in labour administration can be addressed by improved governance of labour related matters and by giving higher priority to the labour sector by the PA.

The Second Decent Work Programme is going to capitalize on the achievements and address the needs and challenges, particularly through consensus building among the social partners.

---

**Key achievements of the First Decent Work Programme**

- The first-ever social security law for private-sector workers was adopted in September 2016 following consultations with the social partners. The law, developed with ILO’s technical support, codifies a new system that will contribute to the extension of old age, disability, death, employment injury and maternity benefits to more than 330,000 workers and their families by 2025.

- The Know About Business programme was rolled out by the ILO and the Palestinian for Development Foundation in 27 technical colleges in the West Bank and Gaza, training 120 Palestinian teachers and reaching more than 1,000 students in the academic year 2016–17.

- The Cooperatives law, developed with ILO’s technical assistance, was adopted in December 2017.

- The National Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) Law, developed with ILO’s technical assistance, was presented to the Council of ministers for endorsement.

- The Cooperative Sector Strategy for the OPT, developed with the ILO’s support, was launched by the Prime minister in early 2017. The strategy builds on three pillars: (i) promotion of the institutional environment to enable the cooperative movement to grow and develop; (ii) the improvement of the financial and organizational performance of cooperatives; and (iii) the expansion of cooperatives into new sectors such as the environment, recycling, renewable energy to mention a few.

- An employment diagnostic study was conducted by the ILO and is being used to inform the development by the Ministry of Labour of a national action plan on employment. The plan will include a carefully designed and concerted set of interventions that will contribute to the improvement of the labour market and employment situation of Palestinian women and men.

- Targeted interventions were implemented to strengthen institutional capacities of ILO’s social partners in a number of areas, including social security, labour, and trade union laws, and on organizing informal workers in the OPT, as well as their capacities to engage in evidence-based policy advocacy on labour-related legislative reforms and in effective social dialogue.

- Capacities of the labour inspectorate in both West Bank and Gaza were developed based on ILO’s technical support and concrete steps taken towards the full automation of the labour inspection system in the OPT.
2.4. Lessons Learnt from the First DWP: Key findings and recommendations from the DWP Review

In the second half of 2016, the ILO conducted a review of the first Palestinian DWP with the aim of extracting key lessons learnt from its design and implementation in terms of relevance, coherence, impact and effectiveness, efficiency and sustainability. It found that the achievements and all DWP priorities ranked high in the above-mentioned evaluation criteria, although the sustainability and advances made under ILO’s 2015 Gaza Emergency Response (GER) remained questionable and there was a lack of conceptual and strategic links between the GER and the DWP. The most notable achievement of the DWP was the enactment of the new social security law by the President of OPT on 30 September 2016, fully in line with ILO’s Standards.

At the priority level, the review called on tripartite constituents to take advantage of the formulation of a new DWP to reaffirm common commitments to International Labour Standards (ILS), enforcing the national minimum wage and building the new ILO-compliant social security system.

A future DWP will have to ensure that labour inspection is built in and upgraded in the design, both for purposes of OSH and minimum wage enforcement. Furthermore, the review points to the need to rethink the “employment” Priority in order to have focused interventions at macro level, in order to monopolize on the ILO’s comparative advantage beyond small-scale employment outcomes.

In addition, it recommended to continue to apply social dialogue, with an expanded tripartite-plus approach. It noted that the community of worker and employer organizations is quite diverse for such a small territory, but also the degree of informality of enterprises and workers is high. Thus, it recommended that broader inclusiveness is necessary in the further steps to develop the national social security system. ILO’s continued efforts to work with social partners to include more of this diversity could help build the constituency for the policy outcomes sought within the DWP.

At the programmatic and management levels, the review recommended to design the second DWP in such a way that reflects a greater balance in the specificity of the Priorities and Outcomes such that it could better facilitate resource allocation across the Programme. This would improve the evaluability of the new DWP through improved and more specific performance indicators, subject also to review and revision throughout the implementation period. Periodic and regular DWP review meetings should take place at both the technical level, as well as the constituent level to ensure coherence and a results-focused approach to implementation.

Finally, it stressed the importance of targeted and coordinated efforts on the part of the ILO to mobilize adequate resources in moving forward with a second Palestinian DWP.
2.5. Links to National Development frameworks

2016 was an important year for the OPT in terms of strategic medium-term development planning and priority setting. Following a consultative process involving all concerned stakeholders and building on the National Development Plan, the National Policy Agenda 2017-2022 along with a set of sectoral strategies, including one focusing on Labour Sector, were developed. These frameworks concentrate on strengthening institutions, improved labour market governance, sustainable and inclusive economic development and social development and protection. Further details on their priorities can be found on the Annex 1.

In tandem with the national development planning process, the UNCT developed its CCA, which was the basis for a second UNDAF for the State of Palestine for the period 2017-2020. Aligned with the national priorities, the UNDAF is premised on the principle of “Leaving No One Behind” of the 2030 Agenda and its 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

The table below demonstrates how the second DWP 2018-22 priorities are aligned with: the national priorities, the UNDAF priorities, the SDGs, and the outcomes of ILO’s Programme and Budget (P&B) 2016-17.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Priority 1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Enhance employment and livelihood opportunities for Palestinian women and men</strong></td>
<td>NPA</td>
<td>Strategic Priority 3: Supporting sustainable and inclusive economic development</td>
<td>Goal 8: Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent work for all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Building Palestine’s future economy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Creating decent job opportunities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Improving Palestine’s business environment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Promoting Palestinian Industry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Labour Sector Strategy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Reducing unemployment rates in OPT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Developing the vocational and technical system to provide skilled workers according to labour market needs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Empowering the role of cooperatives in employment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Strengthening the labour sector’s human and financial capacities and enhancing its role at local and international levels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Promoting cooperative principles and concepts as means for socioeconomic development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Providing support and expand the base for cooperatives with sustainable and viable business ideas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table above provides a comprehensive overview of how the DWP 2018-22 priorities align with national development frameworks, UNDAF priorities, SDGs, and ILO’s P&B outcomes, highlighting the strategic priorities and outcomes that have been developed.
### Priority 2
**Strengthen labour governance and the realization of fundamental principles and rights at work through improved social dialogue mechanisms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NPA</th>
<th>Strategic Priority 2:</th>
<th>Goal 5:</th>
<th>Outcome 2:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Upholding democratic principles&lt;br&gt;- Strengthening accountability and transparency&lt;br&gt;- Gender equality and women’s empowerment&lt;br&gt;- Ensuring community security, public safety and the rule of law&lt;br&gt;- Social Justice and Rule of Law by promoting corporate social responsibility and tripartite social dialogue</td>
<td>Supporting equal access to accountable, effective and responsive democratic governance for all Palestinians</td>
<td>Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Labour Sector Strategy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Promote Decent work by national OSH policy framework and well developed labour administration system&lt;br&gt;- Reform and development of the legal framework of the labour sector&lt;br&gt;- Working continuously to provide the legal environment and practical requirements for a social protection system&lt;br&gt;- Fill gaps in legal framework to enable development of economic and social policies&lt;br&gt;- Enhancing tripartite relationship in accordance to law provisions and collective agreements&lt;br&gt;- Promote freedom of association&lt;br&gt;- Promoting social dialogue as a means for developing and regulating the labour sector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Priority 3
**Support the implementation and development of the Palestinian social security system and the extension of social protection to all**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NPA</th>
<th>Strategic Priority 4:</th>
<th>Goal 1:</th>
<th>Outcome 3:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Strengthening social protection&lt;br&gt;- Ensuring community security, public safety and the rule of law&lt;br&gt;- Meeting the basic needs of communities</td>
<td>Leaving No One Behind: social development and protection</td>
<td>End poverty in all its forms everywhere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Labour Sector Strategy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Working continuously to provide the legal environment and practical requirements for a social protection system&lt;br&gt;- Fill gaps in legal framework to enable development of economic and social policies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Outcome 2:** Ratification and application of International Labour Standards (ILS)
- CPO PSE130: Strengthened capacity of tripartite constituents to revise the labour law in line with international labour standards
- CPO PSE152: Labour inspection and OSH in the OPTs improved in line with the ILS.

**Outcome 7:** Promoting workplace compliance through labour inspection
- CPO PSE152: Labour inspection and OSH in the OPTs improved in line with the ILS.

**Outcome 10:** Strong and representative employers’ and workers’ organizations
- CPO PSE801: Strengthened institutional capacity of employers’ organisations
- CPO PSE153: Strengthened capacities of workers’ organizations to provide improved services to their members

**Goal 15:** Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels
- CPO PSE151: A comprehensive social security strategy to enhance coverage to Palestinian women and men is developed in line with international labour standards
3. Country priorities and Country Programme Outcomes (CPOs)

The ILO and its tripartite constituents developed a coherent strategic framework that built on earlier efforts to promote decent work, while contributing to the national efforts to sustain social cohesion, justice and equality. Accordingly, the First Palestinian DWP was agreed upon with a set of clearly articulated outcomes covering the period 2013-2016. It embodied the common commitment of the Palestinian National Authority (government), workers’ and employers’ organizations, in cooperation with the ILO, to promote the DW Agenda with a special focus on employment promotion, rights at work, labour market administration, social protection and social dialogue, using a results-based approach.

An internal strategic planning meeting held on 17 November 2016 followed by a priority setting workshop organized with tripartite constituents on 28 February-1 March 2017 resulted in an agreement to keep the three priority areas, namely employment and livelihoods, labour governance and labour rights, and social security, while defining more specific and measurable results under each of the three areas. In particular, under the second priority, it was agreed put more emphasis on strengthening social dialogue and freedom of association. Women’s empowerment and labour standards remain at the heart of the DWP, mainstreamed through the priorities as crosscutting issues.

The three key priorities identified are as follows:

- **Priority 1:** Enhance employment and livelihood opportunities for Palestinian women and men
- **Priority 2:** Strengthen labour governance and the realization of fundamental principles and rights at work through freedom of association, strengthened collective bargaining and improved social dialogue mechanisms
- **Priority 3:** Support the implementation and development of the Palestinian social security system and the extension of social protection to all

3.1. Programme Outcomes, Strategies, Indicators and Targets

**Priority 1: Enhance employment and livelihood opportunities for Palestinian women and men**

Under this priority, the ILO will continue to support its tripartite constituents in promoting decent work opportunities for all.

Given the persistent unemployment challenges in the OPT, creating decent jobs and producing an enabling environment for improved integration of women and youth in the labour market have featured prominently in most of the national policy documents, including the National Development Plan and the new Labour Sector Strategy 2017-2022. Specifically, the former includes specific priorities related to promoting sustainable development and improving Palestine’s business environment. The latter places special emphasis on strengthening the role of the Palestinian Fund for Employment and Social Protection (PFESP) as an umbrella institution for delivering employment programs that generate real jobs, and developing a vocational and technical training system to provide skills to workers responding to labour market needs. It also underlines the importance of strengthening small and medium enterprises and the cooperative sector.

In line with the national priorities, the ILO has been actively engaged in addressing the employment challenge in the OPT through a package of interventions at both the policy and grassroots levels. At the policy level, it has extended technical and financial support to the PFESP that was initially established with the aim to provide support for the implementation of active labour market policies and measures in the OPT. In 2016, the ILO also launched the second School-to-Work Transition Survey with the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics (PCBS).
At the grassroots level, the ILO has continued to improve the employability of young people and facilitate their transition to the labour market through skills and entrepreneurship development. The ILO launched two initiatives to support entrepreneurship development in both West Bank and Gaza namely the nationalization of the KAB and the introduction of the SYB programmes with the Palestine for Development Foundation (PsDF). The ILO has also continued to support work in the area of gender audit and cooperatives development. Specifically, it has provided technical assistance to the development of a national cooperative strategy, which was recently launched and supported capacity building and business plan development for two cooperatives: the Gaza Saving and Credit Cooperative, which is made up of 1,470 female members and aims to empower women through the provision of financial capital; and the Cooperative Association for Beekeepers, consisting of 25 beekeepers from the Gaza Strip. The ILO is also supporting the Islamic University of Gaza (IUG) in providing career guidance services, upgrading modules of the engineering curricula and equipping student – including students with disabilities - with skills needed in the economic recovery process.

Building on all these efforts, the programme will implement a mix of interventions at the policy and downstream levels. At the policy level, the ILO will: 1) provide technical support to the PFESP as a vehicle for strategic employment policy intervention and to support its positioning on the strategic level; 2) provide technical support to generate evidence of the impact of currently running employment support interventions; 3) review and develop a mapping for a strategic vision on employment based on the employment policy diagnostics; and 4) work on the approval of the Law on Cooperatives. At the downstream level, it will: 1) provide support to enterprise development through the provision of non-financial business development services such as the Start and Improve Your Business (SIYB), Work Improvement in Small Enterprises (WISE) and Expand Your Business (EYB), and facilitate small and medium enterprises’ access to finance, 2) contribute to reduction of unemployment through supporting cooperatives, 3) support the upgrading of informal apprenticeships, and 4) develop skills for e-jobs in Gaza.

It will mainly focus on:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome 1.1 Enhanced capacity of government and social partners to strategize on employment and labour market policies and programmes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Indicator 1.1.1: National employment action plan collectively produced and endorsed by national stakeholders  
Indicator 1.1.2: Number of initiatives implemented by PFESP that are aligned with the National Action Plan  
Indicator 1.1.3: Degree of improvement in employment outcomes among beneficiaries of PFESP’s interventions  

In order to create jobs for 400,000 unemployed people in the OPT, a stronger control of foreign funding is needed to improve the quality of the interventions and link them strongly to creating job opportunities. The tripartite constituents agreed this could be done through the PFESP, with the support of the ILO.

The PFESP was officially activated in 2011 and was designated it as the reference point and umbrella body for all job creation activities in 2014 through a decree by the Council of Ministers. Since its activation, the PFESP has supported a series of microfinance activities, targeting marginalized and vulnerable members of society. Though the PFESP has been successful in generating job opportunities, building technical capacity and stimulating entrepreneurship, the body is still fragile, owing to its still embryonic nature.  

---
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This outcome will, therefore, strengthen the capacity of the government and social partners to implement the mandate of the Fund in terms of coordination, evidence based financing, skills development entrepreneurship and enterprise development support. The ILO will provide technical support to the PFESP as a vehicle for strategic employment policy intervention and to support its positioning on the strategic level.

To support this, the ILO has already commissioned an employment diagnostics in the OPT to map all existing employment programmes and services (both private and public), while assessing their impact and identifying their strengths and main shortfalls. This study will provide a full diagnostic on labour market trends, institutions and governance, while aiming to understand the nature of the deficiency of productive employment, and the context-specific constraints, challenges and opportunities for increasing productive employment through sustainable and inclusive job-rich growth as a basis for a sharper and more effective focus of employment policy in the OPT. Furthermore, the ILO will commission early 2018 a comprehensive institutional assessment of the PFESP that will help form the basis for their future strategic plan for the coming years.

**Outcome 1.2** Government and social partners will have agreed and implemented concrete measures to improve the business environment through business development services, cooperatives and entrepreneurship education targeting women and men

**Indicator 1.2.1:** Percentage of young women and men with improved knowledge and attitude as a result of the flagship entrepreneurship programmes (such as KAB, GYB and SYB)

**Indicator 1.2.2:** Average improvement in productivity and work conditions among enterprises benefiting from performance enhancement services provided by national enterprise support organizations

In 2008 the ILO launched its flagship entrepreneurship programme Know About Business (KAB) to create awareness on self-employment as a career option for young Palestinians, enhance knowledge on starting and operating a successful enterprise, and facilitate the school to work transition of Palestinian youth as a result of a better understanding of business operations. In 2011, the programme was nationalized and today forms the core of the ILO’s enterprise development interventions in the OPT. The KAB implementation has recently focused on the nationalization of the programme in vocational training centers under the Ministry of Labour, and in secondary vocational schools and technical colleges under the Ministry of Education and Higher Education with the inclusion of Gaza. The programme succeeded in doing so, and to this end, the entrepreneurship education has been integrated into the curricula of vocational training centers, and integrated into the curricula of secondary vocational schools. The programme complemented other technical and vocational training programmes in OPT, making the school-to-work transition easier for youth and decreasing the pressure on the Palestinian Authority to provide employment opportunities in the public sector. A process of Training of Facilitators’ (TOF) and certification is being used to achieve the interventions’ sustainability by creating a network of teachers who are able to deliver the KAB in a cost effective manner beyond the life of a given project. The added advantage of this approach is that it creates a multiplier effect for skills transfer and ensures the development of local teaching capacities in the field of entrepreneurship education.

The ILO is additionally using two other tools to foster entrepreneurship, namely GYB and SYB. The Generate Your Business Idea programme enables potential entrepreneurs to select and develop a concrete business idea. The Start Your Business Programme enables potential entrepreneurs with a business idea to develop a bankable business plan. A process of Training of Trainers’ (TOT) and certification will be implemented to achieve the interventions’ sustainability by creating a network of trainers in national partner organizations (training service providers) who are able to deliver the GYB and SYB programmes in a cost effective manner beyond the life of a
given project. The added advantage of this approach is that it creates a multiplier effect for skills transfer and ensures the development of local business management training capacities. Furthermore, the ILO will explore partnerships with national enterprise support organizations to work on enhancing the performance of existing enterprises, which may include improvements of working conditions and productivity at the enterprise level. ILO tools such as the Improve Your Business Programme and Work Improvement in Small Enterprises (WISE) may be adapted and used.

With the support of the ILO, the Palestinian Prime Minister launched in early 2017 the Cooperative Sector Strategy for the OPT. The strategy builds on three pillars: i) promotion of the institutional environment to enable the cooperative movement to grow and develop; ii) the improvement of the financial and organizational performance of cooperatives; and iii) the expansion of cooperatives into new sectors such as the environment, recycling, renewable energy to mention a few. The strategy highlights the need to invest in cooperative education for the youth and to explore the potentials of technology for both the youth and women. To further reinforce the importance of the cooperatives sector, a Cooperatives Law, drafted with ILO’s technical support, was adopted in December 2017.

Under this area, the DWP will support its constituents in implementing the Cooperatives Strategy and Law, given the importance of this sector in promoting the state building efforts and contributing to employment creation, including for women. It will support the governance aspects of the new Cooperatives Commission and ensure the proper institutionalization of cooperatives principles, including through capacity building of the staff of the Commission. Is addition, the ILO and its constituents will explore the possibility of integrating cooperatives principles in training curricula as means for promoting cooperative principles in governance and management of existing and future cooperatives.

A potential public private partnership with COSPE and a UN-to-UN partnership agreement will support expansion of ILO’s work in the area of cooperative development. Promoting women’s economic empowerment will continue to be a key priority for the ILO and its constituents in the coming period. In the area of gender equality, the ILO and UN Women will soon launch a joint programme to promote women equal access to economic opportunities and decent work in the OPT, and protection of their labour rights through reinforcement of equitable laws, legislations, policies and active labour market programmes.

**Outcome 1.3** The TVET skills development center will have piloted and replicated innovative applications on skills and employability

Indicator 1.3.1: Number of organizations providing e-jobs using CB training model
Indicator 1.3.2: Number of youth job seekers who are working after upgraded informal apprenticeship
Indicator 1.3.3: At least one program implemented by the Palestinian Government using the methodology of upgrading informal apprenticeship

The ILO is planning to partner with a number of stakeholders to contribute to upgrade informal apprenticeship. Based on research undertaken with the Belgium Technical Cooperation and on a model of intervention piloted in the region, the intervention will aim at (a) improving the learning contents of the on the job training, (b) linking it with a training provider for learning sessions on the theoretical parts of the training; (c) improving the occupational safety and health situation of the apprentice; (d) ensuring access to testing and certification.
E-jobs are on the rise in Gaza, but there is a need to improve the business environment and standardize the skills development around these activities. Proposed interventions will aim at gathering stakeholders to define a common plan for the sector development in Gaza.

Based on a tripartite request, ILO conducted a study related to global good practices on occupational licensing which was presented and validated in a tripartite meeting. The auto-repair sector was selected for piloting. Provided the initial commitment to this endeavour is confirmed, it is proposed to (a) link with the relevant training providers / centers of excellence; (b) conduct a one-day workshop on the subject; (c) define the enforcement methods for these licenses; (d) review the impact by the end of the DWP.

**Priority II: Strengthen labour governance and the realization of fundamental principles and rights at work through improved social dialogue mechanisms**

Under this priority, the ILO will continue to support its tripartite constituents in advancing bipartite and tripartite dialogue through mechanisms that are systematic, property regulated and well represented. Additionally, the ILO will support its tripartite constituents for improved governance of the labour market through enhancement of the legal framework through advocating for the adoption of the new OSH Law that was developed with its technical support and submitted to Cabinet in June 2017. It will also support the strengthening of labour administration and the development of an effective and prevention oriented labour inspection and OSH system and strengthened industrial relations.

It will mainly focus on three sets of interventions with gender equality and non-discrimination embedded throughout the process. First, the ILO will continue to support the tripartite constituents in their efforts to reform the Labour Law and other labour-related legislation, while ensuring their alignment with international labour standards and relevant human rights treaties. Second, it will work on supporting mechanisms to improve freedom of association and promote a participatory and representative decision-making process at all levels, in line with international standards. Third, the ILO will support enhancing labour inspection effectiveness and the implementation of the national Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) Policy and Programme in the West Bank and Gaza by providing capacity building for the tripartite constituents, including the newly established OSH committee in Gaza, addressing OSH deficits in key economic sectors, establishing labour inspection database and guidelines for improved reporting on work injuries. It will also build the labour inspection capacity of the Ministry of Labour and work on improving labour inspection management and planning as well supporting awareness raising initiatives targeting employers’ and workers’ organizations to secure their effective participation in promoting improved working conditions and compliance with labour legislation.

As a first step, and in January 2018, the ILO will carry out a functional review and assessment of the national labour administration system in OPT including ministry of labour, regional labour offices and tripartite consultative structures and bodies. Subsequently, a report with the main findings and key recommendations will be prepared, highlighting priorities for action through the Decent Work programme and its implementation plan under the various outcomes of this priority area.

The following Country Programme Outcomes (CPOs), Indicators and targets fall under Priority II:

| Outcome 2.1 | Improved working conditions and labour rights for all women and men workers, and strengthened labour related legislation and mechanisms in line with international standards and Human Rights treaties. |
Indicator 2.1.1 Concrete proposals are developed on the harmonization of the Labour Law with the needs of the labour market and international labour standards

Indicator 2.1.2 Number of tripartite committees who demonstrate improved capacity and effectiveness as a result of ILO’s technical assistance

Governance and tripartism are achieved through improvement in the legal and policy frameworks as well as institutional capacity building and partnerships at the all levels. Improved Governance also contributes to protecting workers from unacceptable forms of work and on formalization of the informal economy. The strategy under this outcome is to support the establishment and strengthening of tripartite social dialogue machinery or processes and to build the capacity of tripartite constituents to ensure effective social dialogue and tripartism at country level. The process will involve providing technical support to the Labour Law reform process, including through providing guidance to the National Tripartite Committee for the Labour Law Reform and strengthening the capacity of the 11 technical committees established under it. It will also include support to a review of minimum wage legislation and continue to facilitate social dialogue amongst the tripartite constituents to reach a consensus on the trade union law.

Furthermore, and given the large predominance of women workers in lower paying and informal jobs with little or no protection, inclusive strategies for ensuring non-discrimination and gender mainstreaming will be emphasized to achieve gender balance as well as full representation of women’s workers’ interests and needs. In particular, ILO will commission a position paper on gender issues and labour legislation in order to ensure that gender aspects are well mainstreamed. This process will require further strengthening of the capacity of the National Committee for Women’s Employment (NCWE) in advocating for women workers’ rights and providing policy advisory support to tripartite national committees for policy setting and legislative reform. It will also entail supporting workers’ and employers’ organizations to better represent and integrate women workers’ issues. In this context, the ILO will commission a position paper on integrating gender issues in labour legislation.

**Outcome 2.2** Capacity of workers’ and employers’ organizations is strengthened to ensure responsive, inclusive, participatory and representative decision-making in line with national and international standards.

Indicator 2.2.1. Strategy mechanism and legal framework for social dialogue and collective bargaining at all levels (national, sectoral and institutional) established.

Indicator 2.2.2 percentage of employers and workers with improved knowledge on freedom of association, social dialogue, and representation

Indicator 2.2.3 Collective bargaining practices increased and improved.

The Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organize Convention, 1948 (No. 87) recognizes the right of workers and employers to freely establish and join organizations of their own choosing. This Convention is complemented by the Right to Organize and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98), which provides for the establishment of measures to ensure respect for the right to organize and encourage the development of collective bargaining. Such rights are amongst the eight Fundamental Conventions the ILO’s Governing Body identified during the adoption of the Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and form an integral part of a democratic society. ILO is regularly engaged in promoting freedom of association with the Palestinian Authority and calls for refraining from any interference, which would restrict this right or impede its lawful exercise. The rights to organize and to bargain collectively are enabling rights that make it possible to promote democracy, sound labour market governance and decent conditions at work.
The strategy under this outcome is to create the legal framework in order to promote and develop dialogue mechanisms and relations between employers and workers at the workplace level in particular as a means for building management and unions cooperation to prevent disputes and, the development of the conciliation and arbitration mechanisms into a more credible, trusted and transparent system. The aim is to promote collective bargaining (ILO Convention No. 154) as a tool through which employers and their organizations and trade unions can establish fair wages, better working conditions and regulate relations between employers and workers. Collective bargaining is at the heart of social dialogue, which was also reaffirmed in the 1998 ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. It will also provide the basis for sound labour relations. Many topics are of major concern including wages, working time, training, occupational health and safety and equal treatment. Collective bargaining is a process of negotiation where negotiation involves any form of discussion, formal or informal, with an objective to arrive at a collective agreement that regulates terms and conditions of employment. Collective bargaining involves a process of joint decision making that helps to build trust and mutual respect between the parties and enhance the quality of labour relations. Collective agreements may also address the rights and responsibilities of the parties; thus ensuring harmonious and productive industries and workplaces. Enhancing the inclusiveness of collective bargaining and collective agreements is a key means for reducing inequality, extending labour protection and regulating relations between employers and workers.

This will be done through intensive technical support and capacity building to workers and employers institutions to engage in social dialogue and collective bargaining at the workplace and sector level and to make effective use of the dispute prevention and resolution mechanisms more efficiently and effectively. Research and knowledge development will also be amongst the tools to help deepen the understanding of social partners on labour market trends, good practices and possible ways to improve the effectiveness of collective bargaining. This may include the development of policy papers on the effects of collective bargaining on different social and economic outcomes. Training will be provided to governments, employers’ and workers’ organizations to implement measures to promote collective bargaining (e.g. dispute resolution services, negotiation skills, etc.) and will be delivered in partnership with the ILO International Training Centre in Turin, the ILO’s Bureau of Employers’ Activities and the Bureau of Workers’ Activities.

**Outcome 2.3 Workplace compliance is improved to better protect labour rights and promote safe and secure working environments for women and men workers in line with national laws and regulations and international standards, through strengthened labour inspection and increased preventative OSH culture**

Indicator 2.3.1: Number of labour inspection reports developed reflecting improved coverage and quality of labour inspection in line with the relevant ILS.

Indicator 2.3.2: Number of annual inspection reports that include improved notification, recording and reporting of work related accidents, injuries and diseases.

Indicator 2.3.3: Number of strategic measures taken by the government and social partners to improve workplace compliance.

Effective labour administration is vital for good governance and economic progress especially in a context of continued protracted crisis. It contributes to making decent work a reality, through improving working conditions and enhancing employment and productivity. The strategy under this outcome is to promote and entrench a culture of prevention, compliance and decent employment practices for improved labour relations and working conditions all of which would lead to improved productivity and income. This outcome will focus on highlighting the importance and mutually reinforcing impact of having a strong labour legislation that is aligned with ILS. In
particular, the ILO will continue and further expand its work on improving labour inspection and promoting occupational safety and health in formal and non-formal enterprises and sectors. By focusing its interventions under this priority on the following technical areas, which will also include Gaza:

- Developing and implementing a national labour inspection policy in consultation and collaboration with the social partners and other stakeholders.
- Reforming legal provisions on labour inspection and OSH in line with the relevant ILS.
- Develop new labour inspection tools, or update existing ones, including checklists, templates and manuals.
- Developing the capacities of labour inspectors and their supervisors on modern labour inspection procedures and relevant ILS, including policies, planning, conducting inspection visits and reporting.
- Promote the use of modern technology in labour inspection, including full automation of inspection activities and establishment of comprehensive electronic LI and OSH databases that include all workplaces liable to inspection.
- Developing a national system for the notification, recording, analysis and reporting of occupational accidents, injuries and diseases.
- Strengthening the capacities of social partners on labour inspection and OSH.
- Enhancing the capacity of the MOL on promoting OSH services at the enterprise level, including establishment of OSH committees and appointment of qualified OSH supervisors.
- Developing an effective system for the management of labour disputes, both individual and collective, including establishment of a hotline service.

Over the years, the ILO has been working closely with the Palestinian Ministry of Labour and the employers and workers organisations through the tripartite OSH committee, to help strengthen its ability to develop and promote a national OSH policy and programme. In 2014, and with support from ILO, a National OSH Policy and Programme was adopted by Cabinet that was based on a national OSH profile developed in 2013.

The National OSH Policy and Programme has the following objectives:

1. To reinforce and develop the policies and legislations pertaining to occupational safety and health;
2. To enhance, develop and institutionalize the institutional frameworks in a manner that guarantees the accomplishment and implementation of the policies pertaining to occupational safety and health;
3. To develop support programmes, such as training and promotion of the culture of occupational safety and health, especially in the small and micro enterprises;
4. To develop and enhance the capacities and capabilities, especially in relation to occupational health services (preventive and therapeutic) at the national and enterprises levels.

Through this DWP, the ILO will support the monitoring of the implementation of the OSH programme and the introduction of any needed adjustment to ensure that it adequately responds to the needs of new sectors and industries, and to new processes and machinery in existing industries. Furthermore, it will expand this area of work to Gaza, which was not covered in the OSH profile developed through the previous DWP.

As such, the ILO will support the Ministry of Labour and social partners in developing an OSH profile for Gaza and ensuring that its needs of the latter are integrated in the national OSH policy and programme.

To further support the implementation of the OSH policy and programme and the recently developed labour sector strategy and plan, the ILO will carry out a needs assessment of the Labour Inspection System (LIS) and Directorate at the Ministry of Labour. The assessment will inform the development of a labour inspection strategy. The strategy will mainly aim to broaden the scope of labour inspection so as to cover the application of
the current and newly proposed provisions of the labour law, including in the areas of labour disputes resolution and effective governance and tripartism. The ILO will also carry out a quick scan to identify the sectors and sub-sectors in Palestine that are more prone to OSH related injuries. The scan will be undertaken with the direct support of the Palestinian Employers Organizations and Trade Unions; namely FPCCIA, PFI and the Palestinian General Federation of Trade Unions in cooperation with the Palestine Polytechnic University.

One key set of interventions under this outcome both in the area of OSH and LI will continue to be capacity building to the labour inspection and administration directorates and exposure of its staff to good practices in other countries through participating in study tours and regional workshops. Trainings will be organized jointly with ITC Turin and LAB/ADMIN branch and will include several topics, such as principles, policies and strategies for labour inspection, LI planning and campaigning, detection and reporting of work accidents, LI academy, tools and methods for LI. Furthermore, the ILO will support in the development of a unified labour inspection guidelines and checklists, an automated labour inspection database, the production of detailed work accident reports and comprehensive quarterly and annual labour inspection reports against work injuries, workplace violations, sanctions and corrective actions taken.

**Priority III: Support the implementation and development of the Palestinian social security system and the extension of social protection to all**

The ILO will continue to support its tripartite constituents in promoting policies and providing assistance to help extend adequate levels of social protection to all members of society guided by world-wide best practices and international social security standards, in particular the Social Security (Minimum Standards) Convention, 1952 (No. 102) and the Social Protection Floors Recommendation, 2012 (No. 202). The strategy for this priority will be to adopt the ILO’s two-dimensional approach with the aim of rolling out a national social protection floor that ensures universal access to at least nationally-defined sets of basic social security guarantees (horizontal dimension), in line with the Recommendation 202 and the progressive achievement of higher levels of protection (vertical dimension) within a comprehensive social security system guided by Convention102.

ILO’s assistance will mainly focus on:

1- Supporting tripartite constituents and key stakeholders in the establishment, management and administration of the new social security institution,
2- Supporting the financial governance of the Palestinian Pension Authority, and
3- Supporting the adoption of a national social protection strategy.

The ILO will make full use of the existing tripartite social dialogue mechanisms to ensure that social security is given highest priority in national development plans and policy frameworks (including the UN development plan) as well as promote it as key strategy for fighting poverty and maintaining minimum level of income security and health care to be provided to all Palestinians. The ILO will focus its interventions under this priority in six key technical areas:

- Policy development and applied research;
- Public Finance, Actuarial and Statistics services and assessments;
- Legal advice;
- Administration assessments;
• Capacity building and knowledge dissemination;
• Statistical knowledge base development

### Outcome 3.1 New Social Security Institution (PSSC) established and operational

**Indicator 3.1.1**: Number of small, medium and large-scale private sector enterprises covered by Social Security Law No. 19 for the Year 2016

**Indicator 3.1.2**: Financial and investment plans of the new social security institution are developed and adopted

In the OPT, only public sector workers benefit from social protection benefits, while most private sector workers are effectively not covered in case of old-age, disability and death, employment injury and maternity. According to official figures, private sector workers make up 66 per cent of the workforce, relative to 22 per cent in the public sector and 12 per cent in Israel and West Bank settlements. With the support of the ILO, the Ministerial Cabinet has adopted the Social Security Law for private sector workers and their family members on 26 September 2016, and it was signed into law by the Palestinian President on 29 September 2016 (Social Security Law No. 19 for the Year 2016). The Social Security law was developed through extensive tripartite consultations and is fully in line with international labour standards and global best practices. In December 2016, the tripartite Board of Directors of the new social security system was appointed, with the Minister of Labour as its Chair. The Board of Directors is in charge of administering the new social security system. Accordingly, it has responsibility for the establishment of the future social security institution and its administration in line with the provisions of the new Social Security Law. Under this outcome, the ILO will mainly focus on supporting the setting-up of a well-functioning tripartite social security institution and administration to implement the new social security law and administer and deliver social insurance benefits to insured workers and their family members. The ILO will provide technical assistance based on the internationally agreed principles of equality of rights, transparency and disclosure, sustainability, adequacy and good governance.

The ILO and in partnership with the Board of Directors of the new social security system will foresee:

- Introducing and promoting the new social security scheme in the OPT: Awareness raising of Palestinians regarding the new social security system, capacity building of the Board of Directors, appointment and training of the core team for setting-up the new social security administration; training of the core staff of the social security administration, provision of the necessary office space, furniture and equipment of the headquarters, and establishment of international, regional and bilateral cooperation agreements with other social security organizations and institutions.
- Designing and building the features of the new social security administration: Development of the features of the new social security administration, in particular the design of the organizational structure of the new social security institution, the determination of the main business processes (e.g. the different services, contribution collection, payment of benefits and HR/IT processes). Networking, linkages and bilateral exchanges of information and experience will be established with relevant national, regional and international institutions so as to be able to provide client-centred administration and benefit from best practice experiences in social security administration.
- Establishing the pilot phase for the administration of the new social security system: Establishment of the new social security institution through implementing the business process, organizational structure and management procedures, standards of quality, security and services guidelines. In addition, it will
include rolling out of the operations of the institution in particular HR/recruitment processes, training courses, logistics process, IT and NITC development, procurement of equipment and other supplies.

- Launching the new social security institution in Palestine: this will entail development of a communication strategy and outreach plan; formal inauguration ceremony of the institution with key stakeholders; and a massive awareness raising campaign targeting beneficiaries and enterprises to inform them about the services provided by the institution.

**Outcome 3.2** Improved knowledge base, analytical capacity, and sex-disaggregated statistics for the delivery of social protection

Indicator 3.2.1: Number of policy recommendations related to the financial sustainability of the social security schemes adopted by the board of directors

Indicator 3.2.2: Up-to-date and comprehensive statistical data on New Social Security Institution is available for decision-making

Output: 2nd Actuarial Valuation of the social security schemes administered by the Palestinian Pension Authority and adopted by its Board of Directors

The Palestinian Pension Authority (PPA) manages the Palestinian pension schemes through five retirement systems, namely: the Insurance and Pension System set forth in Law 8/1964; the Palestinian Security Forces Retirement System elucidated in Law 16/2004; the Civil Service Retirement System set forth in Law 34/1959 applicable in the West Bank; the Defined Benefits System and the Defined Contribution System instituted in Law 7/2005; and the retirement system for the President, the Ministers, the Members of Parliament and the Governors.

With the exception of the Public Pension System, the role of the PPA is restricted to the administrative aspects. Allocations for beneficiaries are disbursed by the Ministry of Finance.

The ILO carried out already in 2014 the first Actuarial Valuation of the social security schemes administered by the Palestinian Pension Authority PPA. Under this outcome, the ILO will carry out the second Actuarial Valuation of the PPA administered schemes and will provide the related policy recommendations so as to support the PPA in strengthening the schemes’ financial sustainability in the long-term.

**Outcome 3.3** National Social Protection Floor progressively implemented

Indicator 3.3.1: Number of women and men receiving pilot cash benefits

Indicator 3.3.2: National Social Protection Floor Strategy established through wide national consultations and adopted by tripartite stakeholders

In line with the ILO Social Protection Floors Recommendation, 2012 (No. 202) and Goal 1 of the 2030 Agenda, social protection floors (SPFs) have emerged as a powerful tool to promote balanced social and economic development and inclusive growth, combat poverty and play an important role as automatic stabilizers in the events of major shocks. They also support structural changes of economies and societies. Under this outcome, ILO plans to support the Palestinian Authority in building up its national social protection floor which will contribute to the development of a comprehensive social security system in the OPT that promotes the social
and economic development, as well as realizing the human right to social security and other human rights. The ILO will support its tripartite constituents in:

- Assessing the gaps, including from a gender perspective of the current social protection system.
- Assessing the impact of the existing social protection schemes and a future national SPF on poverty, vulnerability, labour market and women empowerment.
- Assessing the affordability of closing the social protection gaps and its opportunity costs while also finding the fiscal space through reform and policy adjustments for the rollout of a national SPF in Palestine that is based on the Social Protection Floors Recommendation, 2012 (No. 202), and
- Establishing different reform scenarios and options for the progressive rollout of a national SPF in the OPT.

Based on the above indicated assessment, the ILO, through wide national consultations, will support the development of a National Social Protection Floor Strategy in the OPT and the roll out of pilot cash benefits that are key to ensuring basic income security, and address poverty, social exclusion and inequality, particularly amongst the most vulnerable groups (children, women, disabled and elderly). Finally, the ILO will support the development of the pilot cash benefits towards rollout of a national SPF.

This outcome will also involve extensive coordination with the UN and key donors that are active players in the social protection sector in OPT as part of the Social Protection Floor Initiative, launched in 2009 by the UN System’s Chief Executives Board for Co-ordination (CEB), and endorsed through the adoption of the 2030 Agenda in 2016.
4. Management, Implementation planning, monitoring, reporting and evaluation arrangements

4.1. Implementation, performance monitoring and evaluation arrangements, including roles of ILO constituents

The DWP presents a time-bound results-based partnership framework between the ILO and its constituents to advance the national state building efforts and socio-economic development, and promote decent work in the OPT. The DWP will be implemented by the ILO in close partnership with Palestinian constituents and under the guidance of the Tripartite DWP Committee. Based on the review recommendations, consultative monitoring of this DWP will be regular and periodic. Three main tools will be used for the monitoring and evaluation (M&E) of this DWP, namely the: (i) implementation plan; (ii) results framework and (iii) M&E Plan. These tools will be revisited throughout the programme in light of developments, adequacy of resources for implementation, and to confirm and revise theories of change underpinning the DWP.

At the national level, a Tripartite DWP Committee, including representatives from the ILO office in Jerusalem and each of the tripartite partners, was established to provide oversight for the implementation of the First DWP and ensure continued relevance to national priorities. In line with the DWP review, this committee needs to be revived and its role clearly defined as well as further strengthened, institutionalized and streamlined. The DWP Committee, which is mandated to monitor the DWP results and implementation, will meet quarterly to review progress against planned outputs and outcome indicators, provide guidance and support where required, and make adjustments where needed. The Committee will be represented by the tripartite constituents and the ILO. The latter will be represented through the Jerusalem Office, with inputs and support to be provided from the Regional Office for Arab States (ROAS) in Beirut as and when needed. The committee will aim to have a minimum critical mass target of 30 per cent, with parity of between 45 to 55 per cent as the goal. The committee will also comprise representatives of women’s wings and gender machinery (e.g. NCWE), and at least one member with demonstrated and committee gender expertise.

Monitoring and evaluation of individual project activities will be undertaken as relevant and in line with the ILO Evaluation policy, and the DWP will be subject to one review/evaluation during its lifetime, in line with ILO EVAL guidelines. Depending on the timing of the review, it will be used to adjust implementation where needed, and to inform planning and programming of future activities/future DWP.

4.2. Role of ILO Constituents

ILO Constituents, represented by the Ministry of Labour, the PGFTU and the PFCCIA are the key designated partners in the implementation of the DWP.

National ownership and accountability in achieving results will be essential, as also emphasized in the DWP review. Constituents will be closely involved in all stages of the DWP from the inception and design of the programme, to resource mobilization, implementation, monitoring and evaluation.

To ensure tripartite high-level engagement, there is an obvious need to continue to strengthen the capacity of ILO constituents on results-based management (RBM), in order for them to play a more proactive role in monitoring the programme through the Tripartite DWP Committee. Moreover, to enable them to continue promoting the DW Agenda and mainstreaming it into national and UN development frameworks, tailor-made
capacity building activities on SDGs would be implemented. As mentioned under the various outcomes, capacity building on different themes will be mainstreamed throughout all interventions as a means to support the achievement of the DWP outcomes.

In implementing the DWP, the Government and the social partners shall make available their respective expert staff to coordinate the work to be carried out through ILO projects and programmes. They will also provide the premises and required logistical support, as necessary.

Tripartite partners further commit to undertake the necessary follow up activities to achieve the expected DWP results, reporting on progress achieved, while flagging bottlenecks and challenges during DWP Tripartite Committee meetings.

4.3. Synergies and collaboration with other development partners

The ILO and UN Women will launch a joint programme to promote women equal access to economic opportunities and decent work in the OPT, and protection of their labour rights through reinforcement of equitable laws, legislations, policies and active labour market programmes. As per the DWP review, the ILO will also explore partnerships with UNDP, FAO, UNSCO and USAID.

4.4. Risks

Considering the specific nature and uncertain context in the OPT that is mainly related to the Israeli occupation, it must be noted that the DWP framework has been developed with a great deal of flexibility; hence accommodating for the continuously changing needs of the Palestinian people.

With this in mind, the DWP still presents tripartite commitment to the achievement of time-bound results to advance decent work in the OPT. One implicit assumption therefore for the achievement of the DWP objectives is the continued engagement and strong collaboration between tripartite constituents and the ILO. This necessitates strong and representative employers and workers organizations, as active partners in the implementation process. It also necessitates political will and continuity of representation and collaboration of ILO constituents, irrespective of political turnover.

5. Funding Plan

As of March 2018, the total funds available for this programme amount to US$ 5.3 million24, including funding from the Governments of Kuwait, Qatar, the Palestine for Development Foundation, ILO’s internal resources (Regular Budget Supplementary Account (RBSA) and Regular Budget for Technical cooperation (RBTC)), as well as UN-WOMEN (through a UN-to-UN Agreement signed following receipt of funding from the Italian Development Agency for a joint initiative in support of gender equality). ILO will also benefit from additional funding for the amount of US$ 320,000 resulting from two new agreements with FAO and COSPE (Italian NGO), both of which are expected to be signed in the first half of 2018 also in the areas of gender equality and cooperatives

---

24 53% of resources in the current DWP are allocated to social protection, followed by 23% for employment promotion and 8% for labour standards-related work and social dialogue combined. An amount of around US$ 400,000 is currently in the process of being allocated for work in the areas of labour legislation, OSH and labour inspection, and social dialogue and capacity building for employers and workers’ organizations. The remaining 8.4% of the resources (equivalent to US$440,000) will be earmarked based on the new DWP outcomes.
A second year proposal to the Italian Cooperation for the year 2019 is currently underway with the main focus on promoting gender equality and decent work in the Palestinian labour market. Moreover, discussions with other development partners, including the EU, Italy, and Spain have revealed their interest to support the establishment of the Palestinian social Security Corporation (PSSC). A submission for the amount of €4 million was recently made to the EU in this regard. The ILO is committed to pursue additional resource mobilization efforts to support the achievement of its outcomes under the other priority areas of its DWP. In line with the Regional Resource Mobilization strategy, an initial mapping of development partners for the OPT has been conducted. The mapping will be updated and will form the basis for the development of a RM Action Plan, which will include traditional and non-traditional donors, including Arab donors, south-south cooperation and public-private partnerships. In doing so, it will coordinate wherever possible with the UN Resident Coordinator’ Office and other UN agencies and join their efforts to mobilize resources for the UNDAF; which in turn will also support the implementation of its DWP. Such a coordinated and coherent approach to resource mobilization will stand a better chance to avoid duplication of efforts and yield better results.

6. Advocacy & communication plan

The ILO intends to carry out a decent work advocacy strategy that aims to communicate for: greater recognition of the relevance of decent work to the OPT’s National Policy Agenda and sectoral strategies, as well as the forthcoming UNDAF; stronger partnerships and joint efforts among ministries, UN agencies and development partners at large; and more results on decent work. Following on recommendations made in the OPT DWP review (DWP 2013-2016), advocacy and communication plans will begin with a knowledge management strategy by making this DWP document, ILO’s key publications, and key results of ILO work in the OPT available to the public both in Arabic and English. This will give the Palestinian tripartite constituents, other stakeholders, and the public-at-large broader access to decent work-related materials. Projects to be implemented in this DWP will be incorporating good practices from relevant ILO projects in other countries. ILO ROAS will regularly publish DWP activities and results on its websites and social media account and in joint communications with the constituents and the UN Country Team for Palestine. An awareness raising campaign of the new social security scheme is planned to take place during this DWP.
ANNEX 1

An overview of key priorities of national and UN Development frameworks in the OPT

a. National Response and Development Plan

In 2016, the Palestinian Government undertook a consultative development planning process to identify the national development priorities for the period of 2017–2022. The National Policy Agenda: Putting Citizens First, endorsed by the Council of Ministers, outlines three pillars, which chart the strategic direction of the Government in the coming six years: Path to Independence; Government Reform; and Sustainable Development. Within each of these three pillars are key national priorities and sector-based policy directions intended to improve the quality of life of the Palestinian people, while continuing efforts to attain Statehood - the NPA views both paths as mutually reinforcing.

The NPA for 2017-2022 is the fourth National plan constituted by the state of Palestine and is focused on its citizens’ human rights first and foremost, reinforcing the readiness of every public institution to extend its authority and services to all Palestinians and improve the quality of citizens’ lives. Keeping the path to independence as the primary pillar, national freedom remains the ultimate goal in every national plan and crosscutting sectorial strategies. The agenda continues to demand an end to the occupation, and prepares for the development of strong, citizen-centered public institutions, and is built on Palestine’s National Vision of a sovereign, stable and democratic state that enjoys safety and security, values its social culture and builds relationships with the global community. This vision foresees a thriving national economy and an enabling environment for inclusive, efficient and effective development processes.

Palestinian National Policy Agenda 2017-2022: Putting Citizens First

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NPA Pillars</th>
<th>National Priorities</th>
<th>National Policies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Path to Independence</td>
<td>Ending the Occupation; Achieving Our Independence</td>
<td>1. Mobilizing National and International Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Holding Israel to Account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Unity</td>
<td>3. One Land; One People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Upholding Democratic Principles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strengthening Palestine’s International Status</td>
<td>5. Broadening Palestine’s International Participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6. Expanding Palestine’s Bilateral Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Reform</td>
<td>Citizen Centered Government</td>
<td>7. Responsive Local Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8. Improving Services to Citizens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Effective Government</td>
<td>9. Strengthening Accountability and Transparency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10. Effective, Efficient Public Financial Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable Development</td>
<td>Economic Independence</td>
<td>11. Building Palestine’s Future Economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12. Creating Job Opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13. Improving Palestine’s Business Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14. Promoting Palestinian Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Justice and Rule of Law</td>
<td>15. Escaping Poverty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16. Strengthening Social Protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17. Improving Access to Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18. Gender Equality and Women’s Empowerment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19. Our Youth; Our Future</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Quality education for all
20. Improving Early Childhood and Pre-School Education
21. Improving Primary and Secondary Education
22. From Education to Employment

Quality health care for all
23. Better Health Care Services
24. Improve Citizens’ Health & Well-Being

Resilience Communities
25. Ensuring Community Security, Public Safety and Rule of Law
26. Meeting the Basic Needs of Our Communities
27. Ensuring a Sustainable Environment
28. Revitalizing Agriculture and Strengthening Our Rural Communities
29. Preserving Our National Identity and Cultural Heritage

b. Labour Sector Strategy

Tackling unemployment is one of the labour sector’s top priorities. The high levels of unemployment have been a result of the restricting measures imposed by the Israeli occupation on national economic activity deteriorating economic growth. Israel continues to keep the Palestinian economy as a subordinate of its own; having full control over Palestine’s natural resources that predominantly impedes the Palestinian economic development. The Labour sector aims to work on diminishing unemployment and poverty rates, which would in return contribute in the social and economic development. A national team was formed alongside a ministerial one to prepare and produce the labour sector strategy 2017-2022, with a review of the former labour sector strategy and the tripartite committees’ work. The new strategy is formed with the objective of equipping a Palestinian labour market with empowered Palestinian capacities in the private sector towards a stable, organized and effective sector that supports sustainable development, and that will operate according to effective labour laws compatible with the international standards and practices. The sector seeks to promote principles of respect to human dignity, belongingness, professionalism, quality in services and products, teamwork, transparency, efficacy, efficiency, competitiveness and decent work among other things.

According to the Labour Sector Strategy, the following table presents the sector’s strategic goals and policy interventions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labour sector strategic goals</th>
<th>Policy Interventions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Reducing unemployment rates in Palestine</td>
<td>- Implementing the national strategic programme for employment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Strengthening the role of the Palestinian Employment Fund as an umbrella institution for delivering employment programmes that generate real jobs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Creating an enabling environment for improved integration of women and youth in the labour market.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Adopting the Labour Market Information System (LMIS) as the main source of information on labour market supply and demand as well as for data analysis and research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Create innovative partnerships across the private and public sectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Having vocationally trained workers compatible with the labour market needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expanding Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Promoting effective participation of non-governmental sector, particularly social partners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perceptual change on TVET education through media and vocational guidance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developing professional criteria for the private and public sectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Empowering the role of the cooperative sector in employment and sustainable development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Promoting cooperative principles and concepts as means for socioeconomic development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Providing support and expand the base for cooperatives with sustainable and viable business ideas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Continuing to develop the structure and legal framework for the cooperative sector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Promote Decent work in OPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improving work conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combating child labour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enhancing tripartite relationship in accordance to law provisions and collective agreements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Promote freedom of association.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Promoting social dialogue as means for developing and regulating the labour sector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Build the capacities and governance of the tripartite institutions, and strengthening its role at local and international levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ensuring the sector’s accountable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ensuring good governance of the tripartite institutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Institutionalizing tripartism in developing the sector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Partners respond to Palestine’s accession to international conventions and agreements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expanding partnerships with relevant organizations at international and regional levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fulfilling the legal environment that regulates the partnership towards economic and social policy development.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**c. Social Development Strategy**

Social development aims to improve and enhance the quality of life of the society, as well as provides social protection and basic services to all members of poor and vulnerable households, so that they can enjoy a dignified life and decent jobs. To achieve full equality, this process also entails caring for and promoting economic, social and political inclusiveness of marginalized groups, particularly children, girls, women, people with disabilities, older women and men, youth, as well as Palestinians living in marginalized areas (East Jerusalem, Area C in the West Bank, the Gaza Strip, H2 areas in Hebron, refugee camps, etc.). The Ministry of Social Development (MOSD), as the leader of the social development sector in Palestine, recognizes the challenges facing the Palestinian people, particularly due to the continued Israeli occupation, which undermines the right to development and restates that “social development is essentially a process and not merely a program”. It is a conceptual and policy
framework that seeks complementarity between the environmental, cultural, social and economic dimensions and necessitates reinforced social and economic policies.

The Social Development Sector Strategy (2017-2022) has a vision of: **A resilient, cohesive, solidary, productive and innovative Palestinian society that provides dignified life for all its members, unleashes their potentials and believes in rights, equality, justice, partnership and inclusivity.** The strategy is based on the inalienable right of the Palestinian people in development, as a key component of the international human rights foundation, including the right to self-determination and full sovereignty on natural resources.

The strategy has set three strategic objectives that are closely interlinked with the National Policy Agenda (2017-2022) and the Sustainable Development Goals 2030. These strategic objectives and their respective outcomes are presented in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic objectives</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Reducing poverty  | 1. Poor and vulnerable households are able to ensure their basic needs in appropriate quality and quantities.  
  2. Women, men and youth from poor households are engaged in economic and collective empowerment projects.  
  3. Effective national and local social protection frameworks that protect poor and vulnerable women and men from shocks, crisis and disasters. |
| 2. eliminating all forms of marginalization, violence and social exclusion in the Palestinian society | 4. Protective policies and legislations that promote justice, equality and rights for all.  
  5. Societal culture that promotes rights and accountability.  
  6. The poor, vulnerable groups and gender based violence victims are able to access the justice system.  
  7. Marginalized groups enjoy social, infrastructure and technology services.  
  8. Social, economic and political participation of marginalized groups. |
| 3. Enhancing social cohesion | 9. Expanded and effective voluntary interventions  
  10. Effective models of social responsibility at the local and national levels.  
  11. Fair and inclusive economic policies.  
  12. Social upbringing systems promote human values.  
  13. Efficient and effective social development institutions, as well as responsive to the needs of the community. |
d. The United Nations’ Response and Development Plan (UNDAF & SDG)

The UNDAF represents the United Nations’ (UN) cooperation framework with the Government of Palestine for the period 2018-2022. The UNDAF presents the key-shared objectives of the UN system in country, the areas in which it intends to support the Government of Palestine and its people, and the expected outcomes of its cooperation.

This UNDAF builds on the previous UNDAF for Palestine (2014-2017), which was also the first ever UNDAF for the OPT. In the formulation of this UNDAF, the UNCT has taken into account the key lessons learned from the last UNDAF. In particular, this UNDAF is intentionally more strategic and focused, with less outcome areas, and a more realistic common budgetary framework in line with the current funding environment. In addition, this UNDAF has introduced the 2030 Agenda premise of ‘Leave No One Behind’ as the centerpiece of the entire UNDAF process, from the Common Country Assessment, to the priority areas and outcome indicators found within this document. In view of the multi-dimensional challenges that the OPT is facing, foremost being 50 years of military occupation, and the multiple global mandates under which the UN operates, this UNDAF recognizes the unique operating environment within which it will be implemented.

Accordingly, the UN’s agreed goal is to “enhance development prospects for the people of Palestine, by advancing Palestinian statehood, transparent and effective institutions, and addressing key drivers of vulnerability”. In order to achieve this goal, the UNDAF for 2018-2022 is framed around four fundamental strategic priorities, underpinned by the 2030 Agenda premise of ‘Leave No One Behind’:

1. Supporting Palestine’s path to Statehood
2. Supporting equal access to accountable, effective and responsive democratic governance for all Palestinians
3. Supporting sustainable and inclusive economic development
4. Leaving No One Behind: social development and protection

The UNDAF was developed by the UN system in Palestine in consultation with national counterparts including line ministries, Government technical offices, civil society organizations as well as international partners.

Whereas the UNDAF provides the overall vision for UN system-wide engagement in country, it will be implemented through the country programmes and cooperation agreements of its specific UN Agencies, Funds and Programmes. Progress made against the overall commitments outlined in the UNDAF will be jointly monitored by the Government of Palestine and the UN on an annual basis and reviewed at mid-term.

e. ILO previous and ongoing work

The ILO in OPT aims to support the Palestinian Authority’s national development framework and state building agenda by mainstreaming decent work within employment and labour related policies, programmes and activities. The ILO programme supports ongoing development efforts to sustain social cohesion, justice and equality, and proposes a common framework supporting the vision of the tripartite partners for socio-economic development. Through full collaboration, the ILO and its constituents have been developing integrated employment, development and skills policies that maximize the employment impact of economic growth, investment and development and which are inclusive, gender sensitive, productive and sustainable.

Through its Decent Work Programme in the OPT, and in line with the National Policy Agenda and the Labour Sector strategy, the ILO has been supporting the promotion of productive employment and decent work for all, rights at work, social protection and social dialogue, with gender equality as a crosscutting objective.

- Enhancing employment and livelihood opportunities for Palestinian men and women:
  The ILO has launched two initiatives that exemplify its continued support to entrepreneurship development in the OPT, namely: continued nationalization of the Know About Business (KAB) programme to promote
entrepreneurship (in partnership with the Palestine for Development Foundation) and the introduction and institutionalization of Start and Improve Your Business (SIYB) (in partnership with the Palestinian Fund for Employment and Social Protection). The ILO continues providing technical support in the areas of skills development and employability, promoting women cooperatives, and mainstreaming disability, as means to enhance decent work opportunities for both Palestinian men and women.

- Promoting labour market governance and development of the OSH policy:
  The ILO is supporting tripartite constituents in both the West Bank and Gaza in: the review of labour legislation, including labour law; the implementation of the national OSH Policy and Programme; the development of labour inspection in line with ILS (through capacity building and the establishment of a labour inspection database); and capacity building for ministries to integrate standards from treaties joined by the OPT. It also continues to address different forms of discrimination in the workplace, including through a qualitative research on pay equity in the education sector in the West Bank, awareness raising campaign on Gender-Based Violence (GBV) in the workplace, promotion of women workers’ rights through dissemination and training on women labour rights booklet, and a study on Unacceptable forms of Work (UFW) in the construction sector in Gaza.

- Social Security:
  The ILO supported the establishment of a comprehensive social security system in the OPT for private sector workers and their families through the adoption of a first ever social security law which aims to extend progressively coverage to all social security contingencies and to provide higher social security benefits for workers in the formal economy and their families. The law is strongly founded on international social security standards and principles, and worldwide best practices, and adopts an administration model that is based on concepts of good governance, transparency and accountability. The ILO also carried out an administration study, which will provide guidance to the tripartite Board of Directors for the implementation and establishment of the new social security institution. The ILO also carried out an investment study, which lays down the principles, standards and worldwide best practices of the investment of social security funds. In addition, the ILO continues to support the implementation and the establishment of the social security institution through capacity-building programmes for tripartite constituents on social security principles, administration and financing. In coordination with other UN agencies, the ILO is also supporting the development of the national social protection floor (SPF) in the OPT and is in the process of carrying out several studies and assessments which provide tripartite stakeholders with the basis for informed policy making with regard to the development of a comprehensive social protection system in the OPT.

- Gaza Emergency Response (GER):
  As part of its Gaza recovery programme, the ILO supported the drafting of technical assistance plans to upgrade the operational capacities of Gaza Chambers and trade unions. The ILO implemented the Gaza recovery programme to support most affected communities, including vulnerable families and individuals who lost productive assets or income sources. In partnership with the Gaza Chambers, it provided small grants for asset replacement for carpenters, coupled with a paid 3-month job placement scheme. To improve the value chain of the fisheries sector, the ILO supported the fishermen’s union with improved curricula, training on technical skills, job placements, capacity building on OSH and direct support (boat repairs and cash assistance). Moreover, in partnership with local non-governmental organizations (NGOs), 50 women sheep breeders were trained on management of sheep farms, life skills, financial and marketing literacy, and cooperative work and business group formation. In cooperation with the Islamic University of Gaza (IUG), the ILO is supporting the introduction of apprenticeships, the development and improvement of curricula, and skills development on technical and business management skills for students, including women architects and persons with disabilities. This enables graduates to meet the needs of the private sector in the reconstruction process and develop livelihoods in agriculture and craftwork. Additionally, the ILO implemented a series of activities on building the capacities of constituents on social dialogue, decent work and advocacy, for enhancing knowledge and capacity development of the tripartite constituents in Gaza to promote a decent work approach.